virginia krause For Bodin and other realists, the witches' sabbat was a very real event posing the greatest threat imaginable to humanity. although it took place in the shadows, in very dark places, it was not invisible to god who could only be angered by the proliferation of witchcraft and the laxity of judges and princes who ignored what Bodin took to be unambiguous commandments regarding magic, most notably in exodus xxii.17: "thou shalt not suffer the witch to live", a verse quoted repeatedly in De la Démonomanie des sorciers (1580).
Bodin composed his treatise with the express purpose of awakening his contemporaries to what he saw as a mounting tide of satanism. and in this endeavour, confessions from trials constituted his primary source of evidence. in the sixteenth-century science of demons, knowledge about witchcraft was drawn from the accounts of would-be participants, and the pages of the Démonomanie are peppered with fragments from confessions or allusions to them. a superficial survey of the treatise reveals over one hundred variations on the formula "confessed that . . . (confessa que . . .)". if these confessions, mostly by unlettered women, trump traditional philosophical or historical sources in the Démonomanie, it is because of the nature of demonology. as Lyndal roper observes, early modern demonology was to a large degree a science founded on the evidence of experience.3 Confession was valued precisely because it was believed to make witches experiences accessible-experiences horrific and strange, but true for demonologists of the realist school such as Jean Bodin, well aware that confession was the basis for both understanding and prosecuting witchcraft. For in the science of demons, confession was used as the primary method of investigation, verification, and validation. the first-person narratives furnished by the 'witches' themselves gave the demonologist access to the hidden world of demons and their earthly agents. Witchcraft theory emerged out of an auricular regime in which the truth had to be spoken by the witch herself, or rather "extracted from her mouth," truth that the demonologist could hear but not see.
demonologists intent on deciphering the sabbat relied on the confessions generated in trials for witchcraft. in early modern France, condemning a witch usually required extracting a confession-proof of guilt in capital cases such as witchcraft. the roman-canon law required high
